RACINE PUMPS

These are Racine / Bosch hydraulic pumps. These are compensated, vane type pumps. They are subplate mounted. The larger pump is a PVR series pump. These pumps come in various styles from single ended shafts to double ended shaft, with or without charge pumps mounted to the rear, and flow sizes of 30 GPM or 40 GPM...

The smaller pump is an old PVS series pump. These also come in various styles and flow sizes from 10 GPM to 25 GPM..

Some of the other Racine / Bosch model series are PSV 10/15, 20/25, 40, 80/100, PSQ 09/12, PVB 06, PVF 20/30, PVK 70, PVQ 06, PVQ/Q 05/06, and the PVR 30/40 series that is pictured.

These are very common pumps.